U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
INTERMEDIATE (IPR)
Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

Member #
Member #
Date

The intermediate pair test must consist of a program skated rhythmically and in harmony with the music. The pair must
show a moderate degree of pair unison, with good form and flow, while fully utilizing the ice surface. It is also expected that
the pair will demonstrate some of the more advanced fundamentals of pair skating including intermediate-based moves in
the field in mirror and/or shadow skating.

Technical Merit

MARK

COMMENTS

Presentation

Total

Pass

Passing Average 3.2				

Retry

Duration: 3:00 +/- 10 sec			

Passing Total 6.4

The following elements are required:
Two different lifts selected from Groups 1-4, minimum 1 revolution by the man (no maximum). Variations of the
lady’s position, no-handed and one-handed lifts, combination lifts, lifts that include a carry feature, carry lifts
and lifts that turn in both directions are not permitted; however, the release of the lady’s hands in a Group 1 lift
and the release of the lady’s hands after the lift extension has been achieved in a platter lift are not violations
of this rule.
One twist lift, single, take off must be flip or Lutz
One throw jump, single or double
One solo jump, single or double
One jump combination (consisting of 2 jumps, single or double) or jump sequence (consisting of a listed jump
immediately followed by an Axel-type jump, single or double)
One spin chosen from solo spin, solo spin combination or pair spin.
If solo spin or solo spin combination: minimum of 5 revolutions, change of foot and change of position are
optional, both partners must achieve a basic position for at least 2 revolutions, may begin with a flying entry
If pair spin: minimum of five revolutions, no change of foot, optional change of position, may not begin with a
flying entry
One death spiral or pivot figure, minimum 1/2 revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence

Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.
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